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We examine integration strategies of multinational firms that face a rich array 
of choices of international organization. Each firm in an industry must provide 
headquarter services from its home country, but can produce its intermediate 
inputs and conduct assembly operations in one or more of three locations. We 
study the equilibrium choices of firms that differ in productivity levels, focusing 
on the role that industry characteristics such as the fixed costs of foreign 
subsidiaries, the cost of transporting intermediate and final goods, and the 
regional composition of the consumer market play in determining the optimal 
integration strategies. In the process, we identify three distinct 
‘complementarities’ that link firms’ foreign investment decisions for different 
stages of production. 
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1 Introduction

The globalization process of recent years has been expressed in the growth of many types

of international transactions, but few more salient than the expansion in the activity of

multinational �rms. The growth rate of sales by foreign a¢ liates of multinational corporations

outpaced the growth of exports of goods and non-factor services by almost seven percent per

year from 1990 to 2001. Gross product by all foreign a¢ liates accounted for an estimated

eleven percent of world GDP in 2001, while exports by these a¢ liates represented an estimated

35 percent of total world trade (UNCTAD, 2002).

Multinational �rms have pursued a multitude of strategies for international expansion,

as described in the World Investment Report (UNCTAD, 1998) and cited by Yeaple (2003).

Firms have opened foreign a¢ liates to perform activities ranging from R&D to after-sales

service, and including production of parts and components, assembly, and wholesale and retail

distribution, among others. Some �rms procure parts from subsidiaries in many countries and

assemble them in a single location. Others concentrate production of parts in one place and

assemble �nal products in several plants located close to their customers. Still others erect

an integrated plant in a low-wage country and use it to serve consumers around the globe.

The motives for foreign direct investment (FDI) are similarly diverse, but the potential for

factor-cost savings, for transportation-cost and trading-cost savings, and for the realization

of economies of scale seem to be among the primary inducements.

The theory of international trade and foreign direct investment traditionally has distin-

guished two forms of multinational activity based on alternative reasons why a �rm might opt

to locate production or other activities abroad (see, for example, Markusen [2002, pp.17-20]).

Vertical multinationals are �rms that geographically separate various stages of production.

Such fragmentation of the production process typically is motivated by cost considerations

arising from cross-country di¤erences in factor prices. For example, Helpman (1984) and

Helpman and Krugman (1985) model multinational �rms that maintain their headquarters

in one country but manufacture elsewhere so as to conserve on production costs. In contrast,

horizontal multinationals are �rms that replicate most or all of the production process in

several locations. These multi-plant �rms often are motivated by potential savings of trans-

port and trading costs. In the models developed by Markusen (1984), Brainard (1997) and

Markusen and Venables (1998, 2000), for example, �rms with headquarters in a home country

produce �nal output in plants that serve consumers in each of two national markets.

The distinction between vertical and horizontal FDI is clear enough when there are two

countries and two production activities, namely headquarter operations and �manufacturing.�

But with more countries and more stages of production, some organizational forms do not �t

neatly into either of these categories. For example, a multinational �rm might manufacture

goods in a foreign subsidiary and sell the output primarily in third-country markets; Ekholm

et al. (2003) term such activity �export-platform FDI.�Or a �rm might perform intermediate
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stages of production in one country to save on production costs and subsequent stages in

several plants to conserve on transport costs. Yeaple (2003) follows the World Investment

Report in referring to this as a �complex integration strategy.�Feinberg and Keane (2003)

report that, in their sample of U.S. multinationals with a¢ liates in Canada, only 12 percent

of the �rms have negligible intra-�rm �ows of intermediate goods and thus can be considered

to be purely horizontal multinationals, while only 19 percent of the �rms have intra-�rm

�ows of intermediate goods in only one direction, which would make them purely vertical

multinationals. The remaining 69 percent of �rms are what they call �hybrids�; i.e., �rms

that are pursuing more complex integration strategies. Similarly, Hanson et al. (2001)

describe the rich patterns of FDI they �nd in their data pertaining to operations by U.S.

multinationals and their foreign a¢ liates. They document and analyze the roles played by

foreign a¢ liates as export platforms, as producers adding value to inputs acquired from their

U.S. parents, and as wholesale distributors in foreign markets. Based on their analysis of data

for the 1990�s, Hanson et al. conclude that �the literature�s benchmark distinction between

horizontal and vertical FDI does not capture the range of strategies that multinationals use.�

Both Yeaple (2003) and Ekholm et al. (2003) examine theoretically the determinants of

�rms�choices among a limited set of integration strategies that includes an option for FDI

that is neither purely horizontal nor purely vertical. Yeaple studies a model with two identical

�Northern�countries and a third, �Southern�country in which �rms headquartered in one of

the Northern countries need two produced inputs to assemble di¤erentiated �nal goods. One

component can be produced more cheaply in the North, the other in the South. Shipping

entails an �iceberg� transport cost that is a similar proportion of output for intermediate

goods as for �nal goods. All consumption of the di¤erentiated �nal goods takes place in the

North. In this context, Yeaple compares the pro�tability of four integration strategies: (i) a

�national �rm�that produces both of the components in the same Northern country as where

its headquarters are located; (ii) a �vertical multinational�that produces one component in

the South and the other in the �rm�s home country; (ii) a �horizontal multinational� that

maintains integrated production facilities (that produce both components) in both Northern

countries, and (iv) a �complex multinational�that produces one component in the South and

the other in both Northern countries. In Yeaple�s model of symmetric producers, all �rms

adopt the same integration strategy in equilibrium. Yeaple shows how the viability of the

four di¤erent organizational forms depends on factor-price di¤erentials, shipping costs, and

the �xed costs of establishing subsidiaries in the North and South.

Ekholm et al. (2003) also study a setting with two similar Northern countries and a single

Southern country. Theirs is a duopoly model, with one �rm headquartered in each country

in the North. Each of these �rms must produce an intermediate good in its home country

but may assemble �nal output in one or more plants located in any or all of the countries.

Thus, each �rm chooses among four options: (i) a national �rm that conducts all activities at
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home, (ii) a purely horizontal multinational that assembles in both Northern countries; (iii)

a pure export platform, with all assembly in the South; and (iv) a hybrid multinational, with

assembly in both the home country and the South. Like Yeaple, Ekholm at al. examine how

the organizational choices re�ect transport costs, the relative cost advantage of the South,

and the �xed costs associated with foreign investment.

Our concerns in this paper are somewhat similar to those of Yeaple (2003) and Ekholm et

al. (2003), but we aim to shed light on the determinants of integration strategy when �rms

face a richer array of choices. Our goal is to provide a reasonably general analysis in which a

variety of di¤erent complex integration strategies can emerge in equilibrium. In our model,

as with the others, there are three countries; namely, two, symmetric Northern countries

that we call �East� and �West� and a low-wage country that we call �South.� The �rms

that produce di¤erentiated products must perform two production activities besides their

headquarter services; they �rst must produce intermediate goods and then must assemble

these goods into a �nal product. Either production of intermediate goods, or assembly, or

both may be separated geographically from a �rm�s headquarters, and a �rm may perform

these activities in one or several locations.

We assume that the cost of producing components and of assembly are lower in the

South than in the North. A �rm must bear a �xed cost for each plant it operates abroad to

produce intermediate goods and a (possibly di¤erent) �xed cost for each foreign subsidiary

that assembles �nal goods. Both intermediate goods and �nal goods may be costly to trade,

and the cost of transporting the two types of goods (relative to the value of output) may

di¤er. The key parameters that we use to describe an industry are the sizes of the transport

costs for intermediate and �nal goods, the relative size of the �xed costs for di¤erent types

of subsidiaries, and the share of the consumer market that resides in the South.

We also allow for heterogeneity among the �rms in an industry. Following Melitz (2002)

and Helpman et al. (2004), we assume that each entrant into an industry draws a productivity

level from a known distribution. By the time that �rms make their decisions about integration

strategy, they have learned about their own potential productivity levels. In equilibrium,

�rms with di¤erent productivity levels may make di¤erent choices about their organizational

form. Thus, our model can account for the coexistence of a variety of forms in the same

industry, in keeping with the evidence reported by Hanson et al. (2001) and Feinberg and

Keane (2003).

A main theme that we stress throughout the paper is that important complementarities

link a �rm�s decisions about where to locate its various activities. Yeaple (2003) was the

�rst to point out one such complementarity. Here, we elaborate on his observation and

distinguish three di¤erent forms of complementarity. A �unit-cost complementarity�arises

when a �rm locates one production activity in a low-wage country and thereby achieves

a lower unit cost. With a lower cost, the �rm will wish to produce a greater volume of
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output and so will have greater incentive to shift other production activities to the low-

wage venue. A �source-of-components�complementarity operates for an intermediate range

of transport costs for �nal goods. When the elasticity of substitution between di¤erent

production activities is not too high, the proportional savings that can be generated by

reducing the cost of one activity is greater when the cost of the activity is lower. Then, for

an intermediate range of transport costs, it will be pro�table to move assembly operations

to the low-wage country only if intermediate goods also are produced at low cost. Finally,

an �agglomeration complementarity� always exists when intermediate goods are costly to

transport, because �rms then have an incentive to locate their production of these goods

near to their assembly operations.

In our model with heterogeneous �rms, we are able to show how the complementarities

are re�ected in the response of the fraction of �rms that choose a given integration strategy

with foreign investment in one activity to changes in the cost of conducting the other activity

abroad. Both the unit-cost complementarity and the agglomeration complementarity imply

that in industries with higher �xed costs of FDI in intermediate goods, there should be a

lower share of �rms engaged in assembly abroad. In addition, the source-of-components

complementarity implies that for an intermediate range of transport costs of �nal goods,

higher �xed costs of FDI in components are associated with a higher fraction of �rms that

perform assembly in the home country, or more generally, in the North. These implications

of the analysis can be subjected to empirical scrutiny.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we develop our model

of �rms that must choose where to produce intermediate goods and where to assemble �nal

products. The �rms in an industry share similar �xed costs of opening foreign subsidiaries,

similar costs of shipping components, and similar costs of shipping �nal goods. They face

symmetric demands but di¤er in their potential productivity. In Section 3, we analyze the

equilibrium integration strategies that emerge in the absence of transport costs. In this simple

case we are able to develop intuition about the sorting of �rms by productivity level and show

how the parameters describing �xed costs and the relative size of the South a¤ect the choices

of organizational form. We are also able to isolate the unit-cost complementarity, which is

present even when transport costs are nil. Section 4 introduces transportation costs for �nal

goods and consider the full range of possible costs from low to high. Again we examine how

di¤erent parameters describing industry conditions color the equilibrium choices by �rms with

di¤erent productivity levels and we show how a source-of-components complementarity arises

for an intermediate range of shipping costs for �nal goods. Section 5 contains a discussion of

some interesting cases that arise when intermediate goods too are costly to transport. Such

costs give rise to an agglomeration complementarity, which is discussed in this secion. Section

6 concludes.
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2 The Model

We develop a simple model in which �rms face a choice between performing activities at home

and engaging in foreign direct investment (FDI) to conserve on either production or trading

costs. We distinguish between �assembly activities�� those that result in a �nished product

ready for sale to consumers � and �intermediate activities�� those that can be performed in

any location so long as the output later is transported to the place of assembly. In our model,

there are three countries and two stages of production. Following Ekholm et al. (2003) and

Yeaple (2003), we assume that one of the countries (�South�) has low production costs and a

relatively small market for the goods produced by the integrated �rms, while the other two

(�East�and �West�, together comprising the �North�) have larger markets and higher wages,

and are fully symmetric.

Households consume goods produced by J +1 industries. One industry supplies a homo-

geneous good under competitive conditions. The others manufacture di¤erentiated products.

Consumers share similar preferences that can be represented by the utility function

U = x0 +

JX
j=1

1

�j�
�j
j

X
�j
j , 0 < �j < 1, (1)

where x0 is consumption of the homogeneous good and Xj is an index of consumption of the

di¤erentiated outputs of industry j 2 f1; : : : ; Jg. The consumption index for industry j is a
CES aggregate of the amounts consumed of the di¤erent varieties. That is,

Xj =

�Z nj

0
xj(i)

�jdi

�1=�j
, 0 < �j < 1, (2)

where xj(i) is consumption of the ith variety of industry j and nj is the measure (number)

of varieties in that industry. With this utility function, the elasticity of substitution between

any pair of goods produced by industry j is 1=(1 � �j). We assume that �j > �j , so that

the brands in a given industry substitute more closely for one another than they do for the

outputs of a di¤erent industry.

We distinguish the countries in several ways. First, �rms in the North are more productive

than those in the South in producing the homogeneous good. This creates a gap between

Northern and Southern wages. We assume that one unit of labor is needed to produce one

unit of the homogenous good in East or West, but that 1=w > 1 units of labor are needed

to produce one unit of the good in South. We also assume that the homogeneous good is

produced in equilibrium in all three countries and take this good to be the numeraire. Then

wE = wW = 1 > wS = w, where w` is the wage in country `. Second, the sizes of the

markets for di¤erentiated products may di¤er; we denote byM ` the number of households in

country ` that consume di¤erentiated products and assume that ME = MW = MN > MS .
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Finally, we assume that �rms can enter as producers of di¤erentiated products only in the

two Northern countries and that such �rms must locate their headquarters in their country

of origin.

Entry into industry j requires hj units of local labor in East or West. With this fee,

an entrant acquires the design for a di¤erentiated product and learns its productivity level.

Productivity levels in industry j are independent draws from a cumulative distribution func-

tion, Gj(�). A �rm in industry j with productivity � produces �nal output according to the

production function �Fj(m;a); where m is the quantity of a specialized, intermediate input

and a is the level of assembly activity. The intermediate goods can be produced in a di¤erent

location from the assembly activity, but if so, the intermediates must be shipped to the place

of assembly before a �nal good can be produced. The location of assembly determines the

(pre-shipment) location of the �nal good.

We take Fj(�) to be an increasing and concave function with constant returns to scale
and an elasticity of substitution between m and a no greater than one. Let cj(pm; pa) denote

the unit cost function dual to Fj(m;a); where pi is the e¤ective price of input i in the place

of assembly (including delivery costs). Then cj(pm; pa)=� is the per-unit variable cost of

production in this location for a �rm with productivity �.

A �rm in industry j that produces its intermediate inputs in a di¤erent country from

that in which its headquarters are located bears an extra (�xed) cost of gj units of home

labor for communication and governance. These costs are the same for a �rm that produces

the intermediates in the other Northern country as for one that produces them in the South.

Similarly, a �rm that engages in FDI in assembly incurs extra �xed costs of fj units of home

labor. Iceberg transportation costs may apply to both intermediate inputs and �nal goods.

Speci�cally, a �rm in industry j must ship � j � 1 units of the intermediate good to deliver
one unit of the good to a distant place of assembly and tj � 1 units of the �nal good to

deliver one unit of the good to a distant place of consumption.

We assume that the manufacture of one unit of an intermediate good requires one unit

of local labor in the place of production and that one unit of assembly activity requires one

unit of local labor in the place of assembly. With these assumptions, the South enjoys a

comparative advantage both in assembly and in production of intermediate goods, relative

to production of the homogeneous good x0.1

It is now straightforward to calculate the variable cost to a �rm in industry j of delivering

one unit of the �nal good to a given market by means of alternative integration strategies.

Consider for example a �rm in East with productivity � that wishes to deliver �nal goods to

consumers in West. Such a �rm would pay tjcj(1; 1)=� per unit to produce and assemble the

1We have also examined situations with di¤erent production structures that admit a comparative advantage
for the South in one of the activities undertaken by the integrated �rms. For small comparative advantage in
one of these activities, our results are una¤ected. Larger degrees of comparative advantage modify our result
in fairly intuitive ways.
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Table 1: Fixed and Per-Unit Variable Costs

production m assembly a �xed cost per-unit variable cost
in H in H 0 c (1; 1) =�

in H in S f c (1; w) =�

in S in H g c (w; 1) =�

in S in S f + g c (w;w) =�

good at home (including the cost of shipping to West), whereas it would pay tjcj(w;w)=�

per unit to conduct all production and assembly activity in South. Still another possibility

would be to produce intermediates in South and perform assembly in West, thereby avoiding

the transport cost for �nal goods. The variable cost associated with this strategy would be

cj(� jw; 1)=� per unit, considering the cost of shipping the intermediates from South to West.

3 Zero Transport Costs

We begin our analysis with the case of costless international transport. It is useful to examine

this simple case, because it highlights the trade-o¤ between the �xed costs of FDI and the

variable-cost savings that can be achieved by performing certain activities in the low-wage

South (as in Helpman et al. [2004]) and the complementarities that exist between FDI

decisions for di¤erent stages of development (as in Yeaple [2003]).

In what follows, we consider �rms in a particular industry j and omit the subscript j

from the variables and parameters of interest. We focus on the variation in productivity

levels across �rms in the industry, as indexed by �. A �rm may have its headquarters in East

or West. Since these two countries are fully symmetric, it is more convenient to refer to

H, the home country of the �rm in question, and R, the �other�Northern country in which

the �rm will sell its output. This means, of course, that if H = E, R = W ; and if H = W ,

R = E.

With costless shipping, an integrated �rm with headquarters in H never opts to perform

any activity in country R, because the variable costs are the same there as at home and FDI

would impose extra �xed costs. Moreover, a �rm has no reason to undertake a given activity in

multiple locations, because this would impose additional governance costs without conserving

on any transport costs. Thus, only four integration strategies remain for consideration with

costless trade: production of intermediates might take place either in H or S and assembly

might occur either in H or S. Table 1 shows the �xed and per-unit variable costs associated

with each of these strategies. The �xed costs indicated are those extra costs that result from

operating one or more foreign subsidiaries.

The �rst row depicts a strategy of home production. With this strategy, the �rm serves

the foreign markets in R and S with exports from its home assembly plant. As is clear, this
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strategy minimizes the �xed costs of governance, but provides a relatively high per-unit cost,

because factor prices are higher in E orW than in S. The following two rows depict strategies

of �partial globalization�; either intermediates are produced at home and assembled in South

(second row), or vice versa (third row). These strategies yield intermediate levels of �xed and

variable costs; they cannot be ranked vis-à-vis one another without further information about

the cost function c(�) and the sizes of the �xed costs for the two types of foreign subsidiaries.
With assembly in S, the �rm exports intermediates from its home plant, and then exports

�nished goods from S to consumers in H and R. This means that the strategy combines

elements of �vertical FDI� and what Ekholm et al. (2003) have termed �export-platform

FDI.�With intermediates produced in S, there again is intra-�rm trade, as well as exports

of �nal goods from H to markets in R and S. The bottom row depicts a strategy of complete

globalization, whereby all production activities are performed in the low-wage South. Here,

�xed costs are highest, variable costs are lowest, and the markets in H and R are served by

exports from South. With this strategy, there is no trade in intermediate goods.

We can readily compare the operating pro�ts that a �rm with productivity � can achieve

under the alternative strategies. Considering the form of consumer preferences in (1) and

(2), every �rm in the industry faces a demand function in market ` given by

x` = ���=(1��)M `
�
X`
�(���)=(1��) �

p`
��1=(1��)

, (3)

where X` is the aggregate consumption index for varieties in the industry in country ` and

p` is the price it charges there. Each producer treats the aggregate consumption indexes as

given. Therefore, it maximizes pro�ts by charging a price in each market that is a multiple

1=� of its per-unit variable cost of serving that market. Since the per-unit cost of serving every

market is the same when transport costs are zero, so too are the optimal prices associated

with a given strategy. It follows from the demand function in (3) that, for any strategy with

an extra �xed cost of k and a per-unit variable cost of c=�, the maximum attainable operating

pro�ts are

� = (1� �) �Y�c��=(1��) � k,

where� � ��=(1��) is a transformed measure of the �rm�s productivity and �Y �
P
M `

�
X`
�(���)=(1��)

is a measure of world demand.

In Figure 1, we depict the operating pro�ts attainable from home production (the top row

in Table 1) and complete globalization in South (the bottom row in Table 1), for di¤erent

levels of productivity �. These pro�ts, which we denote by �H;H and �S;S , are given by

�H;H =
(1� �) �Y�
C(1; 1)

(4)
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Figure 1: Profitability of home production and complete globalization

and

πS,S =
(1− α)ȲΘ

C(w,w)
− (f + g) (5)

respectively, where C(pm, pa) ≡ [c(pm, pa)]α/(1−α) is a transformed measure of unit cost. The
figure shows that firms with low productivity prefer home production whereas firms with high

productivity prefer FDI, in keeping with the findings of Helpman et al. (2004). The reason,

of course, is that FDI offers the prospect of lower per-unit costs and the potential variable

cost savings are most valuable to productive firms that anticipate producing high volumes of

output.

Next consider the firm’s option to locate only its assembly operations in South. The

potential operating profits from this integration strategy for a firm with productivity Θ are

πH,S =
(1− α)ȲΘ

C(1, w)
− f . (6)

If we were to add πH,S to Figure 1, it would have an intercept between those of πH,H and πS,S
and a slope steeper than πH,H but less steep than πS,S . Thus, if locating only assembly in

South is to be viable at any level of productivity, this strategy must be at least as profitable as

concentrating both activities in either location at the productivity level labelled Θ(HH,SS)

in the figure. But this requires2

g

f
≥ γH ≡

C(1, 1)

C(w,w)

·
C(1, w)− C(w,w)

C(1, 1)− C(1, w)

¸
. (7)

2To derive this condition, we calculate Θ(HH,SS) as the value of Θ that equates πH,H and πS,S , and then
compare πH,S and πH,H at Θ = Θ(HH,SS).
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Leaving this strategy aside for the moment, the �rm also has the option to produce

intermediate goods in South and assemble �nal goods at home. This strategy o¤ers a �rm

with productivity � operating pro�ts of

�S;H =
(1� �) �Y�
C(w; 1)

� g . (8)

Again, the intercept and slope are intermediate between those for the two lines shown in

Figure 1, and the viability of the strategy at any � requires that it be at least as pro�table

as the other two at � = �(HH;SS). This in turn requires

g

f
� L �

C(w;w)

C(1; 1)

�
C(1; 1)� C(w; 1)
C(w; 1)� C(w;w)

�
. (9)

From (7) and (9) we conclude that if

L <
g

f
< H ,

all �rms will concentrate their production activities in either H or S. Our assumption that

the elasticity of substitution between intermediates and assembly in the production of �nal

goods is no greater than one ensures that the upper limit in this string of inequalities exceeds

the lower limit.3 It follows that there always exists a range of values of g=f for which partial

globalization is not optimal for any �rm.

Suppose now that the �xed costs of operating a foreign assembly plant are small rela-

tive to the �xed costs of operating a foreign plant to manufacture intermediate goods; i.e.,

g=f > H . Then a �rm with productivity level at or near �(HH;SS) prefers to locate its

assembly in South and manufacture intermediates at home to any other integration strategy.

Figure 2 shows the operating pro�ts �H;S (as well as �H;H and �S;S) for this case. Clearly,

�rms with productivity below �(HH;HS) conduct all operations at home, �rms with inter-

mediate productivity level between �(HH;HS) and �(HS;SS) conduct their intermediate

production at home and their assembly operations in South, and �rms with productivity

above �(HS;SS) perform all of their production activities in South.

3 It can be shown that H > L if and only if

1

C(w;w)
+

1

C(1; 1)
>

1

C(w; 1)
+

1

C(1; w)
;

i.e., if and only if the function 1=C(�) is supermodular. But 1=C(pm; pa) � [c(pm; pa)]�=(1��) is supermodular
if it is twice di¤erentiable and

c(pm; pa)
�
@2c(pm; pa)=@pm@pa

�
[@c(pm; pa)=@pm][@c(pm; pa)=@pa]

<
1

1� � .

The left-hand side of this inequality is the elasticity of substitution between m and a in the production of �nal
goods, which is no greater than one by assumption. Therefore, the inequality holds for all positive values of
�.
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Figure 2: Partial globalization optimal for intermediate productivity levels

The case in which the �xed costs of FDI in assembly are large relative to the �xed costs of

FDI in intermediates is qualitatively similar. With g=f small enough so that g=f < L, the

line representing �S;H will cut �H;H at some relatively low productivity level �(HH;SH)

that is to the left of �(HH;SS) in Figure 1, and will cut �S;S at some relatively high

productivity level �(SH;SS) to the right of �(HH;SS) in the �gure. Then �rms with

productivity between �(HH;SH) and �(SH;SS) will choose to produce their intermediates

in the low-wage South while conducting assembly at home.

Figure 3 shows combinations of productivity � and �xed costs of FDI in intermediate

goods g that generate di¤erent integration strategies. The heavy lines (both solid and broken)

represent boundaries between regions with di¤erent optimal strategies. In the region fH;Hg
all production activity takes place in the home country; in fS;Hg intermediates are produced
in South while assembly is performed at home; and so on. The �gure applies for a particular

value of the �xed costs of FDI in assembly f . When f changes, the boundaries between

the regions shift. The appendix provides details on the construction of these boundaries.

Here we illustrate the construction of two such boundaries: the broken vertical line between

fH;Hg and fH;Sg and the solid, upward-sloping line between fH;Sg and fS; Sg; others are
constructed similarly.

The boundary between fH;Hg and fH;Sg is de�ned by �H;H = �H;S ; these are points at
which the operating pro�ts from concentrating production in the home country are just equal

to the operating pro�ts from producing intermediates in the home country and assembling

11
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Figure 3: Integration strategies for di¤erent productivities and �xed costs of FDI in compo-
nents

�nal goods in South. Equations (4) and (6) imply that

�(HH;HS) =
f

(1� �) �Y
h

1
C(1;w) �

1
C(1;1)

i :
Clearly, the productivity level at which fH;Hg and fH;Sg yield similar operating pro�ts
does not depend on the �xed costs g of FDI in intermediate production, since neither of

these strategies entails any such foreign production of components. Therefore, the boundary

fH;Hg and fH;Sg is vertical line as shown in the �gure. From Figure 2 we know that when

g > Hf , fH;Sg is the optimal strategy for �rms with an intermediate range of productivity
levels. But at a productivity level �(HS;SS) de�ned by �H;S = �S;S , a �rm will be

indi¤erent between investing in foreign production of intermediate goods and producing its

components at home. The solid boundary line in the �gure is given by

�(HS;SS) =
g

(1� �) �Y
h

1
C(w;w) �

1
C(1;w)

i ;
which is represented by a ray through the origin. Here, the higher are the �xed costs g

of FDI in intermediate production, the higher must be a �rm�s productivity level before it

would choose to invest in component production in South.

Figure 3 shows that, for all strictly positive values of g, �rms with low productivity

perform all production activities in their home country and export their �nal product to R

12



and S. These �rms intend to produce relatively little output, so the savings in variable cost

o¤ered by FDI does not justify the higher �xed costs of FDI. Firms with intermediate levels of

productivity may separate their production of intermediates from their assembly operations,

depending on the size of g. If so, such �rms will engage in intra-�rm trade in addition to

exporting �nal output either from their home assembly plant or from an export platform in

South. Finally, high-productivity �rms perform all operations in the low-wage South so as

to take greatest advantage of the low per-unit costs there.4

Our analysis can be used to highlight an important complementarity that generally exists

between the decisions to invest abroad at di¤erent stages of production. Note that FDI

in assembly takes place to the right of the heavy broken lines in Figure 3. Firms with

productivity less than �(SH;SS) do not engage in FDI in assembly no matter what is the

size of g, while �rms with productivity greater than �(HH;HS) do engage in FDI for all

values of g. But for �rms with intermediate productivity levels such that �(SH;SS) < � <

�(HH;HS), FDI in assembly will be pro�table only if the �xed costs of FDI in component

production is low. In other words, for these �rms it is pro�table either to shift all production

activities to South, or to shift none.5 We shall refer to this complementarity as a �unit-cost

complementarity�; it arises from the fact that when a �rm invests in performing any activity

in the low-cost region, such FDI reduces its unit cost, which raises desired output, and thus

increases the return to performing other production activities in the low-cost region.

We can readily compute the fraction of �rms that choose each of the alternative integration

strategies. It follows immediately from our discussion that, when the unit-cost complemen-

tarity operates (as it does when g lies between Lf and Hf), the fraction of �rms that

engage in FDI in assembly rises as the �xed cost of investment in intermediate production

falls. Similarly, the fraction of �rms that invest in foreign production of intermediate goods

rises as the �xed costs of FDI in assembly fall. In this sense, decisions about the location of

one stage of production are linked to those about the location of the other.

4The model can be closed to construct an industry equilibrium, which determines the aggregate consump-
tion index X. De�ne the envelope of the pro�t functions as

�(�) = max
z12fH;Sg;z22fH;Sg

�z1;z2(�) ,

where �(�) is the operating pro�t earned by a �rm with productivity � when it pursues its optimal integration
strategy. Given the distribution of productivity levels G(�), the free-entry condition can be written asZ 1

0

�
h
��=(1��)

i
dG(�) = h .

Since the pro�t function is increasing in the measure of world demand �Y , which in turn is increasing in the
aggregate consumption index X, the free-entry condition uniquely determines the industry value for X. All
other industry variables, including the number of varieties and the cut-o¤ points for each integration strategy
can now be computed using this value of X.

5Yeaple (2003) makes a similar point about cost complementarity in the decisions of a single �rm.
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4 Transport Costs for Final Goods

In this section, we allow for costly transport of �nal goods while maintaining the assumption

that intermediates can be shipped costlessly. For example, the intermediates may represent

services that can be performed remotely and then moved electronically.

We shall �nd that the optimal integration strategies vary with the size of the transport

costs. We begin with a case in which transport costs for �nal goods are reasonably small; in

particular, we suppose that

1 < t <
c(1; 1)

c(1; w)
: (10)

When inequality (10) is satis�ed, the variable cost of serving any market is minimized by

assembly in South, no matter where the intermediate goods are produced. To see this,

observe �rst that if the intermediates are produced in H or R, the cost of serving any market

from an assembly plant in the North is at least c(1; 1). But this exceeds the cost of serving

the same market from South, which is at most tc(1; w). Next observe that if intermediates are

produced in South, the per-unit variable cost of serving any market from an assembly plant

in the North is at least c(w; 1), while the per-unit cost of serving the same market from a

plant in South is at most tc(w;w). However, c(w; 1)=c(w;w) > c(1; 1)=c(1; w)6, so inequality

(10) ensures that c(w; 1) > tc(w;w) as well.

Under these circumstances, a �rm with headquarters in H will not conduct any activity

in R. Intermediate goods are no less costly to produce in R than in H and can be shipped

costlessly from one to the other. By producing these goods in R, the �rm would needlessly

incur the extra �xed costs of FDI. And if assembly is to be conducted outside of H, the

delivered cost of serving any market from S are lower than the cost of serving the market

from R, while the �xed costs of an assembly plant are the same in the two locations.

We can also rule out any integration strategy in which a given activity is performed in more

than one location. If it is worthwhile for the �rm to bear the �xed costs of opening a facility

to manufacture intermediate goods in South, the �rm produces all of its intermediates there

to take full advantage of the low production costs. The same is true for assembly, considering

the reasonably low cost of shipping goods. It follows that each �rm chooses one of four

integration strategies; these are the same set of strategies that we considered in Section 3.

A �rm�s decision calculus is similar to that described in Section 3, except that now it must

take into account the relative size of the market in South when deciding whether to open

facilities there. We de�ne Y ` �M `(X`)(���)=(1��) as a measure of market size in country `

and � � Y S= �Y as the share of the South in world demand for industry output.

It is now straightforward to show that the four regions of the optimal integration strategies

6Note that c(1; 1)=c(1; w) < c(1; w)=c(w;w) if and only if log c(1; 1)+ log c(w;w) < log c(1; w)+ log c(w; 1);
i.e., if and only if log c(pm; pa) is submodular. But log c(pm; pa) indeed is submodular when the elasticity of
substitution between m and a is less than one, because @2 log c(pm; pa)=@pm@pa < 1.
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are as depicted in Figure 3, except that now the parameters L and H and the boundaries

between regions depend on �, the relative size of South. This means that, as in Section 3,

there is a unit-cost complementarity between the two forms of FDI. In particular, the higher

is the �xed costs of FDI in components the smaller is the fraction of �rms that invest in

assembly in the South. And similarly, the higher are the �xed costs of FDI in assembly, the

smaller is the fraction of �rms that invest in components in the South. Now, however, the

fraction of �rms that invest in assembly in South also depends on the relative size of South.

As one would expect, for given �xed costs of FDI in components and assembly, the larger

is the relative size of the South, the larger is the fraction of �rms that invests in assembly

there.7

Next we consider an industry with moderate transport costs such that

c(1; 1)

c(1; w)
< t <

c(w; 1)

c(w;w)
. (11)

When transport costs fall in this intermediate range, a market in the North is served at lower

per-unit cost by exports from the South than by local assembly if and only if the interme-

diate goods are also produced in the South. The fact that c(w; 1)=c(w;w) > c(1; 1)=c(1; w)

introduces a second source of complementarity between the two forms of FDI, distinct from

the unit-cost complementarity that we identi�ed before. The inequality implies that the

potential cost savings from conducting assembly in a low-cost region is relatively greater

when components are also produced there. We refer to this as a �source-of-components

complementarity�.

Again, it is never optimal for a �rm with its headquarters in H to produce intermediate

goods in R. Such a �rm could instead produce the intermediate goods in S and achieve

lower variable costs while incurring the same �xed costs. Also, a �rm has no reason to

produce intermediate goods in two locations, because these goods are costless to transport.

Thus, all of the integration strategies that might be viable in this case involve production of

intermediates either in H or in S (but not both).

A �rm that chooses to produce its intermediate goods in H will serve its home market

with �nal goods that have been assembled there as well, in view of the left-most inequality

in (11). Also, a �rm that chooses to produce its intermediate goods in S will either perform

all of its assembly there or else assemble all �nal goods at home. With intermediate goods

from the South, assembly in South o¤ers the lowest variable cost of serving any market in

view of the right-most inequality in (11). Thus, a �rm that elects to bear the �xed costs

of FDI in assembly will serve all markets from there. But a �rm may choose to avoid the

�xed costs of FDI in assembly by performing its assembly at home. We are left with six

integration strategies to consider when transport costs are moderate: Southern production

7See the appendix for details.
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of intermediate goods with assembly either in H or in S; or home production of intermediate

goods with assembly in H, in H and S, in H and R, or in H;S and R.

Let us begin once again, by considering the operating pro�ts that a �rm with productivity

� can achieve by concentrating all production activities either in H or in S. By performing

all activities at home, the �rm avoids all �xed costs of FDI but bears a very high per-unit

cost of tc(1; 1) of serving the markets in R and S, and a reasonably high per-unit cost of

c(1; 1) of serving the home market. Nonetheless, this strategy will be attractive to �rms with

very low productivity, because these �rms intend to produce low volumes of output. The

associated operating pro�ts are given by

�H;H = (1� �) �Y�
[(1��2 )(1 + T ) + �]

TC(1; 1)
,

where T = t�=(1��) is another measure of transport costs. At the other extreme, by perform-

ing all activities in South, a �rm pays a high total �xed cost of f+g, but it attains the lowest

possible per-unit cost of serving each of the markets. Operating pro�ts then are given by

�S;S = (1� �) �Y�
[(1� �) + �T ]
TC(w;w)

� (f + g) . (12)

Such a strategy will appeal to �rms with high productivity that intend to produce great

volumes of output. It follows, as before, that the lowest productivity �rms in an industry

concentrate their activities in the home country and the highest productivity �rms perform

all production activities in the low-wage South.

Next consider a strategy that involves production of intermediate goods in the home

country and assembly in H and in at least one other country. If assembly takes place only

in H and R, the �rm is engaged in horizontal FDI to conserve on shipping costs to the other

Northern market. The resulting pro�ts are8

�H;HR(�) = (1� �) �Y�
[(1� �)T + �]
TC(1; 1)

� f . (13)

If assembly takes place only in H and S, the �rm uses its plant in S both to serve the

Southern market and as an export platform for sales to R. Then operating pro�ts are given

by

�H;HS(�) = (1� �) �Y�
"

1��
2

C(1; 1)
+

1��
2 + �T

TC(1; w)

#
� f . (14)

Finally, if assembly takes place in all three countries, each market is served by products

8 In this notation, the subscript on � gives the index of the country (or countries) in which the �rm produces
its intermediates followed by a comma and then a list of the countries in which assembly takes place.
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Figure 4: Assembly in multiple plants with moderate transport costs

assembled locally, and operating pro�ts are given by

�H;HRS(�) = (1� �) �Y�
�
1� �
C(1; 1)

+
�

C(1; w)

�
� 2f . (15)

Figure 4 depicts the operating pro�ts for the integration strategies that involve assembly

in more than one location. Of the three, the strategy in which the �rm operates assembly

plants in all three countries has the highest total �xed costs and the lowest per-unit variable

cost. The variable costs are low with this strategy, because the �rm avoids all shipping costs.

The strategy is preferred to the other two by �rms with relatively high productivity. The

remaining two strategies with assembly in H and one other location entail similar �xed costs

of FDI. The �gure shows a case in which a strategy of assembling in S for sales in S and

R generates higher variable costs and therefore lower operating pro�ts than a strategy of

assembling in R for these markets.9 This case applies whenever the market share of the

South is smaller than �̂H , where

�̂H =
TC(1; w)� C(1; 1)

(2T � 1)C(1; 1) + (T � 2)C(1; w) (16)

is the critical value of � at which it is equally pro�table to assemble in H and R as it is

to assemble in H and S, when intermediate goods are produced in H. If � > �̂H , then

9Equivalently, the �rm might assemble in R for sales in R and serve the market in S with exports from H.
Once the �xed cost of an assembly plant in R has been borne, the cost of exporting to S from R or H are the
same.
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�H;HR < �H;HS for all � > 0.10

Figure 4 also shows the operating pro�ts that a �rm would earn by concentrating all

activity at home. From the �gure, it is apparent how �rms would locate their assembly

operations (as a function of their productivity level), conditional on their having decided to

produce intermediate goods at home. Those with low productivity prefer a single assembly

plant at home to any other assembly pattern, while those with high productivity prefer to

have assembly plants in all three countries. The �rms with intermediate levels of productivity

prefer to have an assembly operation at home and in one other country; in the South if � is

relatively large, and in R otherwise.

Finally, we must consider each �rm�s option to produce its intermediate goods in South

and then assemble �nal goods in either H or S. If intermediate goods are produced in South

and assembly takes place at home, operating pro�ts are

�S;H = (1� �) �Y�
�
(1� �)(1 + T ) + 2�

2TC(w; 1)

�
� g,

whereas if all production activities take place in South the pro�ts are given by the expression

in (12). Among these two strategies, �rms with low productivity prefer the former and �rms

with high productivity prefer the latter.

Figure 5 depicts the optimal integration strategies as functions of the �xed costs of FDI

in intermediate goods g and the �rm-level productivity parameter �, for given �xed costs of

10Our restrictions on transport costs imply that �̂H < 1=3. That is, this critical value of the relative size of
South requires the South to be smaller than a typical Northern country.
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FDI in assembly, moderate transport costs, and a relatively small South (i.e., � < �̂H).11 FDI

in assembly takes place in regions fS; Sg, fH;HRg and fH;HRSg, i.e., to the right of the
heavy broken lines. However, the form and function of the foreign investment varies across

these di¤erent regions. In fS; Sg, �nal goods are assembled only in South, which serves as an
export platform to the two Northern countries. In fH;HRg assembly takes place in the two
Northern countries and FDI in R is used to serve the market in R alone. Finally, in fH;HRSg
assembly takes place in all three countries. In this case, FDI in assembly eliminates all trade

in �nal goods.

It is clear from this �gure that the fraction of �rms that engage in FDI in assembly,

undistinguished by form and purpose, rises as the �xed costs of FDI in components falls;

that is, the unit-cost complementarity that we identi�ed for low transport costs continues

to operate. The interesting new feature is that FDI in assembly now may take place in

di¤erent countries and the source-of-components complementarity a¤ects the attractiveness

of the alternative locations di¤erently. Whereas the fraction of �rms that conducts assembly

in South rises (or does not change) as the cost of FDI in components falls, the fraction that

invests in assembly in the other Northern country actually falls (or does not change) when

the �xed costs of FDI in components fall. When g is large, the fraction of �rms that conducts

some assembly in South is invariant to the size of �xed costs for FDI in components. But the

composition of �rms with assembly operations in South does change with g, as a reduction

in g expands the fraction that invests only in South and reduces the fraction that invests in

both S and R.

The shift in the composition of FDI in assembly that takes place when g is above gL
in Figure 5 re�ects the aforementioned source-of-components complementarity. Recall that

when transportation costs are moderate, a market in the North can be served at lower per-

unit cost by exports from the South than by local assembly if and only if the intermediate

goods are also produced in the South. Small �xed costs of FDI in components encourage

production of components in the South. As a result, some of the lower productivity �rms

that otherwise would prefer to produce their components in the home country will opt to

produce them in the South as g falls. For these �rms, it also becomes more pro�table to

assemble �nal goods in South, rather than in R. Thus, as g falls in the range where g > gL,

the fraction of �rms that produces components and assemble �nal goods in South rises while

the fraction that produces components at home and assemble �nal goods in East and West

falls.
11The construction of Figure 5 is explained in the appendix. In our working paper, Grossman, Helpman and

Szeidl (2003), we also derive the optimal integration strategies for cases in which � > �̂H . When the South is
relatively large, the region with assembly in H and R does not exist; instead, there is one with assembly in H
and S.
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Finally, we consider an industry in which shipping �nal goods is quite costly, so that

t >
c(w; 1)

c(w;w)
. (17)

In such circumstances, the lowest variable cost of serving any market is achieved by local

assembly.12 Figure 6 depicts the optimal integration strategies for industries with such high

transport costs. In drawing the �gure, the �xed costs of FDI in assembly f and aggregate

income �Y are held constant; we also draw a case in which the relative size of the South is

small.13

The di¤erence between the optimal integration strategies with high and moderate trans-

port costs can be seen by comparing Figures 6 and 5. The main di¤erence is that high

transport costs encourage �rms to conduct assembly in R. In particular, whereas when t is

moderate �rms that produce components abroad engage in foreign assembly, if at all, only

in South, when t is large such �rms may choose to conduct foreign assembly also in R, or

perhaps only in R. We also �nd that the regions with foreign assembly of intermediate goods

12Recall that an elasticity of substitution between intermediate goods and assembly smaller than one ensures
that c(w; 1)=c(w;w) > c(1; 1)=c(1; w). Therefore, when (17) is satis�ed, tc(1; w) > c(1; 1).
13We show in the appendix that a con�guration of regions similar to that in Figure 6 applies whenever

� < �̂H ; the only possible variations are that the boundary between fS;HRg and fS;HRSg may be located
to the left of the boundary between fH;Hg and fH;HRg for some parameter values; and the region in which
fS;HRg is the optimal strategy may not exist at all. We show in our working paper that when � > �̂H , the
region in which the optimal strategy is fH;HRg is replaced by one in which the optimal strategy is fH;HSg;
and for even larger values of �, the region in which the optimal strategy is fS;HRg is replaced by one in
which the optimal strategy is fS;HSg.
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manufactured at home expand in size.

As should be familiar by now, the fraction of �rms that invest in assembly in foreign

countries rises when the �xed costs of FDI in components decline. FDI in assembly takes

place in regions fS;HRg, fS;HRSg, fH;HRg and fH;HRSg, to the right of the broken
heavy line. The composition of �rms that invest in foreign assembly also changes as g falls.

The fraction of �rms that produce components in South and assemble them in the two

Northern countries (only) rises gradually from zero (once g is low enough) and then becomes

constant. Note also that for all g such that some �rms produce components in South and

assemble them in East and West only, there are also higher productivity �rms that produce

components in South and assemble them in all three countries. The fraction of the latter

type of �rms rises as g falls and then becomes constant. For very high g, the total fraction of

�rms that assemble �nal goods in some foreign country is invariant to g, but the composition

of this fraction changes with g. In particular, the fraction of �rms that produce components

in the South and assemble �nal goods in all three countries rises as g falls, whereas the

fraction of �rms that produce components in the home country and conduct assembly in all

three countries declines as g falls. At such high levels of g the fraction of �rms that produce

components in H and assemble �nal goods in East and West is constant.

To summarize, our model predicts an increasing share of �rms that engage in FDI in

assembly as the �xed costs of FDI in components fall. This qualitative prediction does not

depend on the size of shipping costs for �nal goods. And our model predicts a relationship

between the size of the �xed costs of FDI in components and the composition of FDI in

assembly that depends on the size of this transport cost. In particular, for moderate transport

costs of �nal goods, we have identi�ed a source-of-components complementarity that induces

a negative correlation between the �xed costs of FDI in components and the fraction of �rms

that invest in assembly in foreign countries.

5 Transport Costs for Intermediate Goods

Up until now, we have assumed that intermediate goods can be moved costlessly to any place

of assembly. This simplifying assumption allowed us to examine how variations in the cost

of transporting �nal goods, in relative market size, and in the relative �xed costs of FDI in

di¤erent activities a¤ect �rms�decisions about global integration.

In this section, we introduce a cost of trading intermediate inputs (i.e., � > 1). To

avoid a detailed taxonomy, however, we explore only cases in which the cost of transporting

intermediate goods is high and South is negligible in size (� = 0). Under these conditions,

�rms have no incentive to locate their assembly operations in S as a means to serve the

Southern market. Rather, if a �rm opens an assembly plant in South, it is because it wishes

to use its plant there as an export platform. We focus attention on cases when � is su¢ ciently
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Figure 7: Integration strategies for high transport costs of intermediate goods and no trans-
port costs of �nal goods

large to satisfy c(� ; 1)=c(1; 1) > 1=w; i.e., the cost premium from producing intermediates in

R and shipping them for assembly in H relative to the cost of concentrating all production

in H exceeds the cost premium from producing intermediates in a Northern country relative

to producing them in South.14 By examining this case, we are able to identify clearly yet

another complementarity between the two forms of FDI.

We �rst consider the case in which there are no transport costs for �nal goods. When t = 1,

there can be no source-of-components complementarity. In this cae, only two integration

strategies may be viable: a �rm either concentrates the production of intermediate goods

and the assembly of �nal goods in its home country or else it concentrates these activities in

the South. To see why this is so, note that in the absence of transport costs of �nal goods

FDI in assembly in the other Northern country is never optimal, because it is cheaper to

assemble �nal goods in South and ship them to the North than it is to assemble them in R.

And FDI in components can be pro�table only if a �rm also invests in foreign assembly.15

So either a �rm conducts all production activities in South or else it keeps all activities at

home.

The case in hand points to another complementarity between FDI in production of com-

ponents and FDI in assembly, namely an �agglomeration complementarity.�It arises because

14 In our working paper, Grossman, Helpman and Szeidl (2003) , we discuss the optimal integration strategies
for other possible sizes of transport costs for intermediate goods. See also the appendix, which provides the
details of the following analysis.
15The assumption that c(� ; 1)=c(1; 1) > 1=w implies that wc(� ; 1) > c(1; 1), which in turn implies that

c(�w; 1) > c(1; 1).
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Figure 8: Integration strategies for high transport costs of �nal and intermediate goods

when intermediate goods are costly to ship �rms have an incentive to assemble the �nal prod-

ucts close to their facility for producing intermediate goods. The point is seen most clearly

when, as here, the �nal goods are costless to ship, so that there is no o¤setting incentive

based on shipping costs to locate assembly near to consumers.

The optimal integration strategies for the case of high shipping costs for intermediate

goods and zero shipping costs for �nal goods are shown in Figure 7. As before, it is the

high-productivity �rms (for any given f and g) that will �nd it worthwhile to incur the �xed

costs of foreign investment. The upward sloping boundary between the two regions implies,

once again, that the fraction of �rms that engage in FDI in assembly rises when the �xed

costs of FDI in production of intermediate goods declines. Here the complementarity between

the two forms of FDI is present at every level of �xed costs g. This re�ects the fact that the

agglomeration complementarity is present for all g, when � is su¢ ciently high and t = 1.

One additional case worth mentioning arises when �nal goods also are costly to transport

and in fact su¢ ciently so that t > c(� ; 1)=c(1; 1) > 1=w. Under such conditions, it never pays

to assemble in the South. But since the agglomeration complementarity is still present, if

assembly never occurs in the South, neither does production of intermediate goods take place

there. We show in our working paper, Grossman, Helpman and Szeidl (2003), that three

integration strategies are viable: production of intermediates and assembly of �nal goods

may be concentrated at home; production of intermediate goods may take place at home

with assembly in each Northern market; or intermediate goods may be produced in each

Northern market for assembly in a nearby location and sale to local consumers. Figure 8

shows the values of � and g for which each strategy is optimal, given world income �Y and
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the size of �xed costs for FDI in assembly f . 16

We see that the fraction of �rms that invests in assembly is invariant to the size of �xed

costs for FDI in components when g is su¢ ciently high, but it varies inversely with the size

of these �xed costs when g is relatively small. Again, the agglomeration complementarity is

re�ected in a co-movement in the two forms of FDI.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have examined the joint determination of international trade and foreign

direct investment in a setting in which �rms may choose among a rich array of integration

strategies. In our analysis, �rms that are headquartered in a Northern country supply dif-

ferentiated �nal goods to two national markets in the North and one in the South. Each

such �rm must produce an intermediate input and conduct assembly activities in order to

generate a �nal product. The �rms may produce intermediate goods in their home country,

in the other Northern country, or in the South. Similarly, assembly may take place in any

of the three locations. And �rms may choose to maintain plants for either or both stages of

production in multiple locations. Accordingly, there are many possible organizational forms

available to �rms. Each �rm�s choice has implications for the pattern of trade in intermediate

and �nal goods.

We characterized industries by the sizes of the �xed costs of maintaining a foreign sub-

sidiary for production of intermediate goods and for assembly, the costs of transporting

intermediate and �nal goods internationally, and the fraction of the consumer demand that

resides in the low-wage South. For each industry, we derived the equilibrium organizational

forms for the heterogeneous �rms in the industry that di¤er in their productivity levels.

In an industry in which transportation of intermediate and �nal goods is costless, the

relative size of the �xed costs for foreign investment in intermediate goods and assembly

determines the set of organizational forms that are observed in equilibrium. Here, the relative

sizes of the markets have no bearing on the equilibrium choices and there is no intra-industry

FDI. Firms with low productivity choose an integration strategy that minimize the �xed

costs of operation, whereas �rms with high productivity seek to minimize the variable costs

of serving the various markets. A unit-cost complementarity links a �rm�s decisions about

foreign investment; if circumstances lead a �rm to conduct one production activity in the

low-wage South, the �rm will have lower variable costs (compared to when it conducts this

activity at home), thus a higher optimal volume of output and a greater incentive to shift

the other activity to the low-wage country as well.

When �nal goods are costly to transport, the set of integration strategies that are used

in an industry depends on the size of these shipping costs. For small transport costs, no

16When t is very close to c(� ; 1)=c(1; 1), region H;HR disappears.
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single production activity takes place in multiple locations and each activity is performed

either in a �rm�s home country or in the South. For higher transport costs, some �rms in an

industry that produce their intermediate goods at home will choose to assemble them both

in the home country and the other Northern country, while others may conduct assembly in

all three locations. Finally, when the costs of transporting �nal goods are very high, there

will be some �rms that produce intermediate goods in the South that choose to assemble

these goods near to their Northern markets. A source-of-components complementarity exists

for an intermediate range of transport costs. For shipping costs in this range, the unit-cost

savings from conducting assembly in the low-wage South can justify the extra cost of shipping

from there only if the intermediate goods also are produced at low unit cost. The presence

of this complementarity implies a response of the composition of FDI in assembly to changes

in the cost of FDI in components; as the �xed costs of FDI in components fall, the fraction

of �rms that produce their intermediate goods in the South increases, of course, but then

the fraction of �rms that performs assembly in the South rises at the expense of the fraction

that assembles in multiple Northern locations.

Finally, costly transport of intermediate goods can make it attractive for a �rm to pro-

duce intermediate goods in multiple locations. An agglomeration complementarity exists,

because a �rm that locates an assembly operation abroad will have an incentive to produce

components nearby in order to avoid the cost of moving the intermediate goods. When the

cost of shipping intermediate goods (as a fraction of value) is high but that of shipping �nal

goods is less so, a fall in the �xed costs of either form of FDI leads to an increase in the

fraction of �rms that operate integrated production facilities in the South. When the costs

of shipping both intermediate and �nal goods are large, a fall in the �xed costs of either form

of FDI is associated instead with an increase in the fraction of �rms that operate integrated

production facilities in both Northern countries.

One limitation of our analysis in this paper is that we take the boundaries of the �rm

as given. That is, we have simply assumed that �rms must produce their own intermediate

goods and perform assembly in-house. In other recent work (Grossman and Helpman, 2003,

2004a, 2004b) two of us have studied how contracting problems interact with factor-price

di¤erentials and transport costs to determine which activities are outsourced and which

performed within a �rms� corporate boundaries. In those papers, the range of strategies

open to the multinational �rm was substantially narrower than here. Ultimately, we would

like a theory that simultaneously explains the make-or-buy decision and the organization

of the multinational �rm. Such a theory could help explain the broad range of corporate

strategies that are found in the �rm-level data.
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Appendix

DERIVATIONS FOR SECTION 3

It follows from equations (4) and (5) that the pro�t lines �H;H and �S;S intersect at the

productivity level

�(HH;SS) =
f + g

(1� �) �Y
� C(w;w)C(1; 1)

C(1; 1)� C(w;w) :

Then

�H;H [�(HH;SS)] = (f + g) �
C(w;w)

C(1; 1)� C(w;w)
and

�H;S [�(HH;SS)] = (f + g) �
C(1; 1)

C(1; w)

C(w;w)

C(1; 1)� C(w;w) � f ;

as well as

�S;H [�(HH;SS)] = (f + g) �
C(1; 1)

C(w; 1)

C(w;w)

C(1; 1)� C(w;w) � g

from (6) and (8). It follows that �H;S [�(HH;SS)] > �H;H [�(HH;SS)] that is, locating only

assembly in the South is viable at some productivity levels, if and only if (7) holds. Likewise,

�S;H [�(HH;SS)] > �H;H [�(HH;SS)], that is, locating only intermediate goods production

in the South is viable at some productivity levels, if and only if (9) holds.

From �H;H = �H;S and equations (4) and (6) we have

�(HH;HS) =
f

(1� �) �Y
� C(1; w)C(1; 1)

C(1; 1)� C(1; w) :

We can derive in similar fashion

�(HH;SH) =
g

(1� �) �Y
� C(w; 1)C(1; 1)

C(1; 1)� C(w; 1) ;

�(SH;SS) =
f

(1� �) �Y
� C(w; 1)C(w;w)

C(w; 1)� C(w;w) ;

�(HS;SS) =
g

(1� �) �Y
� C(1; w)C(w;w)

C(1; w)� C(w;w) :

To understand the construction of Figure 3, note that for g < Lf the viable strategies are

fH;Hg, fS;Hg and fS; Sg, with fH;Hg being optimal for low, fS;Hg for intermediate, and
fS; Sg for high productivity levels. Therefore, the boundaries between these three regions are
given by �(HH;SH) and by �(SH;SS). As shown above, �(SH;SS) does not depend on

g, thus the corresponding boundary is vertical in Figure 3. On the other hand, �(HH;SH)

is proportional to g, which explains why the corresponding boundary lies on a ray from the

origin. By de�nition, �(HH;SH) = �(SH;SS) when �H;H = �S;H = �S;S , that is, when

g = Lf .
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For Lf < g < Hf , there are only two viable strategies, fH;Hg and fS; Sg. From the

above expression for �(HH;SS), the corresponding boundary is given by the equation

g = (1� �) �Y C(1; 1)� C(w;w)
C(w;w)C(1; 1)

��� f

which is an upward sloping line, as depicted in Figure 3. Clearly, this line also passes through

the point where �H;H = �S;H = �S;S . Finally, the range where Hf < g is explained in the

main text.

DERIVATIONS FOR SECTION 4

Low transport costs
The pro�t functions �H;H and �S;S now become

�H;H =
(1� �)�
TC(1; 1)

�
Y N (1 + T ) + Y S

�
= (1� �) �Y�

�
1��
2 (1 + T ) + �

�
TC(1; 1)

and

�S;S =
(1� �)�
TC(w;w)

�
2Y N + TY S

�
� (f + g) = (1� �) �Y�[1� � + T�]

TC(w;w)
� (f + g):

Equating them yields

�(HH;SS) =
f + g

(1� �) �Y
�
"
1� � + T�
TC(w;w)

�
1��
2 (1 + T ) + �

TC(1; 1)

#�1
:

Now

�H;H [�(HH;SS)] =
(f + g)

TC(1; 1)
�
"
1� � + T�
TC(w;w)

�
1��
2 (1 + T ) + �

TC(1; 1)

#�1
�
�
1� �
2

(1 + T ) + �

�

and

�H;S [�(HH;SS)] =
f + g

TC(1; w)
�
"
1� � + T�
TC(w;w)

�
1��
2 (1 + T ) + �

TC(1; 1)

#�1
[1� � + �T ]� f:

Therefore �H;S [�(HH;SS)] > �H;H [�(HH;SS)] if and only if

g

f
> H =

C(1; 1)

C(w;w)

24 C(1; w)� C(w;w)

C(1; 1)�
1��
2
(1+T )+�

1��+�T C(1; w)

35 :
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Likewise,

�S;H [�(HH;SS)] =
f + g

TC(w; 1)
�
"
1� � + T�
TC(w;w)

�
1��
2 (1 + T ) + �

TC(1; 1)

#�1 �
1� �
2

(1 + T ) + �

�
� g

and �S;H [�(HH;SS)] > �H;H [�(HH;SS)] if and only if

g

f
< L =

C(w;w)

C(1; 1)

24 C(1; 1)� C(w; 1)
C(w; 1) 1��+T�

1��
2
(1+T )+�

� C(w;w)

35 :
We can derive �(HH;HS) from �H;H = �H;S , which yields

�(HH;HS) =
f

(1� �) �Y
�
"
1� � + �T
TC(1; w)

�
1��
2 (1 + T ) + �

TC(1; 1)

#�1
:

Similarly, we �nd that

�(HS;SS) =
g

(1� �) �Y
� 1

1� � + T� �
�

1

TC(w;w)
� 1

TC(1; w)

��1
;

�(HH;SH) =
g

(1� �) �Y
� 1
1��
2 (1 + T ) + �

�
�

1

TC(w; 1)
� 1

TC(1; 1)

��1
,

�(SH;SS) =
f

(1� �) �Y
�
"
1� � + �T
TC(w;w)

�
1��
2 (1 + T ) + �

TC(w; 1)

#�1
:

As in the case with t = 1, we have that �(HH;HS) and �(SH;SS) do not depend on g,

thus the corresponding lines are vertical. The rest of the construction of the �gure is exactly

the same as before. It is not di¢ cult to show that �(SH;SS), �(HH;SS) and �(HH;HS)

are all decreasing in �, because T > 1. This implies that as the relative size of the South

increases, a larger fraction of �rms invest in assembly in the South.

Moderate transport costs
Equating �H;HR and �H;HS we obtain

(1� �) �Y�[(1� �)T + �]
TC(1; 1)

� f = (1� �) �Y�
"

1��
2

C(1; 1)
+
[1��2 + T�

TC(1; w)

#
� f ;

or equivalently,

�̂H =
TC(1; w)� C(1; 1)

(2T � 1)C(1; 1) + (T � 2)C(1; w) :

We now turn to explain Figure 5. First of all, note that the location of the pro�t functions

�H;HR and �H;HRS in Figure 4 does not vary with g, because the slopes are independent of
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�xed costs, and the intercepts depend only on f . The same is true for the pro�t function

�H;H , which is not shown in that Figure. This implies that the cuto¤ productivity values

�(H;HR) and �(HR;HRS) do not depend on g, and the corresponding boundaries in Figure

5 are vertical lines. One can easily show that

�(H;HR) =
f

(1� �) �Y
� 2TC(1; 1)

(1� �)(T � 1)

and

�(HR;HRS) =
f

(1� �) �Y
� 1
�
� TC(1; w)C(1; 1)

TC(1; 1)� C(1; w) :

Therefore, �(HR;HRS) > �(H;HR) if and only if

(1� �)(T � 1) > 2�TC(1; 1)
�

1

C(1; w)
� 1

TC(1; 1)

�
:

Since both sides are linear in �, this inequality will hold for the set of parameter values we

are interested in if and only if it is true for � = 0 and � = �̂H . The inequality is clearly

satis�ed for � = 0. For � = �̂H , substituting in for �̂H yields

T � 1 > TC(1; w)� C(1; 1)
TC(1; 1)� C(1; w)TC(1; 1)

�
1

C(1; w)
� 1

TC(1; 1)

�
= T � C(1; 1)

C(1; w)

which holds. It follows that �(HR;HRS) > �(H;HR).

Next consider the strategies fS;Hg and fS; Sg. First, note that as g increases, the pro�t
functions �S;H and �S;S shift down in parallel fashion in Figure 4, because their intercepts

contain a term g. This implies that the cuto¤ productivity value �(SH;SS) does not depend

on g. This value was explicitly calculated above to be

�(SH;SS) =
f

(1� �) �Y
�
"
1� � + �T
TC(w;w)

�
1��
2 (1 + T ) + �

TC(w; 1)

#�1
:

It is easy to show that �(SH;SS) < �(H;HR) if and only if

1� � + �T
TC(w;w)

�
1��
2 (1 + T ) + �

TC(w; 1)
>
(1� �)(T � 1)
2TC(1; 1)

:

Since both sides are linear in �, this inequality will always hold if it is true for � = 0 and

� = 1. The inequality is obvious for � = 1. For � = 0, it is equivalent to

1

TC(w;w)
� 1 + T

2TC(w; 1)
>

T � 1
2TC(1; 1)

:
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Because of the bound TC(w;w) < C(w; 1), this inequality will be true if

1

C(w; 1)
� 1 + T

2TC(w; 1)
>

T � 1
2TC(1; 1)

,

that is, when

C(1; 1) > C(w; 1)

which is satis�ed.

It is now easy to show that Figure 5 describes the optimal integration strategies. For

g very low, that is, as long as the pro�t level �S;H [�(SH;SS)] is above �H;H , the upper

envelope of �S;H and �S;S will be above �H;HR and �H;HRS . This is because at �(SH;SS)

the strategy fS; Sg dominates fH;Hg, but at this point fH;Hg still dominates fH;HRg
and fH;HRSg (since �(SH;SS) < �(H;HR) < �(H;HRS))� and clearly, once fS; Sg
dominates for some productivity level, it will dominate for every higher productivity level

too. As g increases, the pro�t level �S;H(�(SH;SS)] falls below �H;H . This means that

fS;Hg becomes dominated by fH;Hg and fS; Sg. At this level of g, there are no other
viable strategies yet, again because �(SH;SS) < �(H;HR). As g increases further, �rst

fH;HRg, and then fH;HRSg also become viable. This explains the regions plotted in Figure
5. To see why are all the boundaries straight lines, note that every formula we have is linear

in g, thus so are the all the cuto¤ values.

High transport costs
For the sake of completeness, we discuss all possible scenarios for the range � < �̂H .

Equating �S;HR and �S;HS yields

(1� �) �Y�[(1� �)T + �]
TC(w; 1)

� (f + g) = (1� �) �Y�
"

1��
2

C(w; 1)
+
[1��2 + T�

TC(w;w)

#
� (f + g) ;

which implies that (S;HS) will never be used as long as

� < �̂S =
C(w; 1)� TC(w;w)

(2� T )C(w;w) + (1� 2T )C(w; 1) :

Using the formulas for �̂H and �̂S it is easy to show that

�̂H <
1

3
< �̂S

which implies in particular that min(�̂H ; �̂S) = �̂H .

We now turn to explain how optimal integration strategies look like. We show in our

working paper, Grossman, Helpman and Szeidl (2003), that the only viable integration strate-

gies when � < �̂H are fH;Hg, fH;HRg, fH;HRSg and fS;Hg, fS;HRg and fS;HRSg.
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Note that, like in the case with moderate transport costs, the pro�t lines corresponding

to the �rst three of these strategies do not change as we vary g. Thus the cuto¤ produc-

tivity levels �(H;HR) and �(HR;HRS) do not depend on g, and the argument showing

�(HR;HRS) > �(H;HR) given in the moderate transport costs case continues to be valid,

because we did not make use of the bounds for T .

Let us turn to strategies fS;Hg, fS;HRg and fS;HRSg. Because each of these involves
setting up an intermediate production facility in the South, their pro�t lines all shift in

parallel when we vary g. This implies that the corresponding cuto¤ productivity levels

�[(S;H); (S;HR)] and �[(S;HR); (S;HRS)] do not depend on g. One can calculate

�[(S;H); (S;HR)] =
f

(1� �) �Y
� 2TC(w; 1)

(1� �)(T � 1)

and

�[(S;HR); (S;HRS)] =
f

(1� �) �Y
� 1
�

�
1

C(w;w)
� 1

TC(w; 1)

��1
:

We now turn to pin down the order of the cuto¤productivity levels. First, �[(S;H); (S;HR)] <

�[(H;H); (H;HR)] is easy to check. Next note that�[(S;HR); (S;HRS)] < �[(H;HR); (H;HRS)]

is equivalent to
1

C(w;w)
� 1

C(1; w)
>
1

T

�
1

C(w; 1)
� 1

C(1; 1)

�
which holds for any T > 1 because the function 1=C(�) is supermodular. Third, �[(S;H); (S;HR)] <
�[(S;HR); (S;HRS)] is equivalent to

�

C(w;w)
� �

TC(w; 1)
<
(1� �)(T � 1)
2TC(w; 1)

or

� < �̂Z =
(T � 1)C(w;w)

2TC(w; 1)� (3� T )C(w;w) :

In general it may be possible that �̂Z < �̂H , or that the inequality goes the other way around

(though for T high enough, �̂Z will be smaller). Assume �rst that � < min(�̂Z ; �̂H) holds.

Under these circumstances, the order of the cuto¤ productivity levels we are interested in is

either

�[(S;H); (S;HR)] < �[(H;H); (H;HR)] < �[(S;HR); (S;HRS)] < �[(H;HR); (H;HRS)]

or

�[(S;H); (S;HR)] < �[(S;HR); (S;HRS)] < �[(H;H); (H;HR)] < �[(H;HR); (H;HRS)]:

In words, the order of the the middle two cuto¤productivity levels depends on the particulars
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of the cost function and other parameters. The exact form of Figure 6 depends slightly on

the order of these productivity levels, although the intuition does not. The Figure is drawn

assuming that the �rst chain of inequalities holds, which will be true if � is small enough, so let

us focus on that case �rst. Consider the upper envelope of the pro�t functions corresponding

to fS;Hg, fS;HRg and fS;HRSg. First of all, note that at each productivity level �,
this envelope is steeper than the upper envelope corresponding to fH;Hg, fH;HRg and
fH;HRSg. Thus these two upper envelopes have a single crossing property: once a strategy
that involves producing intermediates in the South is optimal for some productivity level, it

will be optimal for every higher productivity level too. Let us now trace how the envelope

corresponding to producing intermediates in the South moves when we vary g. When g is

very low, this envelope intersects �H;H to the left of �(H;HR). Moreover, for small g, at

the intersection point the upper envelope still coincides with �S;H . This explains Figure 6

for low g.

As g increases, the upper envelope just discussed is shifted downwards. Once the intersec-

tion of �S;H and �S;HR shifts below �H;H (that is, when �S;Hf�[(S;H); (S;HR)]g falls below
�H;H) the strategy fS;Hg is no longer viable. As g further increases and the upper envelope
shifts down to the level that it passes through the point where �H;H and �H;HR intersect,

strategy fH;HRg starts to become optimal for an intermediate range of productivity levels.
This is illustrated in Figure 6 for intermediate levels of g.

For g even higher, the part of the upper envelope corresponding to �S;HR shifts entirely

below �H;H and �H;HR, and fS;HRg is no longer optimal for any productivity level. The
rest of the argument similar to the one given in the moderate transport costs case.

For the case where the second chain of inequalities holds, the only qualitative change in

the Figure is that the boundary segment corresponding to �[(S;HR); (S;HRS)] appears to

the left of the segment corresponding to �[(H;H); (H;HR)]. This implies that, like in Figure

5, for an intermediate range of g values there will be only two integration strategies chosen

in optimum, which in this case are fH;Hg and fS;HRSg.

Let us consider now the case where �̂Z < � < �̂H . Note that this range may be empty,

if min(�̂Z ; �̂H) = �̂H . If it is not empty, then by �̂Z < � we have that �[(S;H); (S;HR)] >

�[(S;HR); (S;HRS)] which implies that �S;HR is dominated by �S;H and �S;HRS for all

productivity levels, thus there will not be a region corresponding to fS;HRg. Moreover, one
can show that �[(S;H); (S;HR)] < �[(H;H); (H;HR)] is equivalent to

1� �
2

T � 1
TC(w; 1)

+ �

�
1

C(w;w)
� 1

TC(w; 1)

�
>
(1� �)(T � 1)
TC(1; 1)

which is easily seen to hold for �̂Z < �. It follows that for �̂Z < � < �̂H the order of the
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cuto¤ productivity levels is

�[(S;H); (S;HRS)] < �[(H;H); (H;HR)] < �[(H;HR); (H;HRS)]:

It follows that, the �gure looks just like Figure 5, except that the fS;HRg region is replaced
by fS;HRSg, and accordingly there is no longer a boundary between fS;HRg and fS;HRSg.

DERIVATIONS FOR SECTION 5

The pro�t functions for strategies fH;Hg, fH;HRg, fH;HRg, fHR;HRg and fS; Sg
when � = 0 are

�H;H(�) = (1� �) �Y� T + 1

2TC(1; 1)

�H;HR(�) = (1� �) �Y�
�

1

2C(1; 1)
+

1

2C(� ; 1)

�
� f

�HR;HR(�) = (1� �) �Y� 1

C(1; 1)
� (f + g)

�S;S(�) = (1� �) �Y� 1

TC(w;w)
� (f + g):

It follows that when t = 1, we have

�(HH;SS) =
f + g

(1� �) �Y
�
�

1

C(w;w)
� 1

C(1; 1)

��1
:

Thus, in Figure 7 the only boundary is an upward sloping line, which assumes a positive

value when g = 0.

To derive the boundaries in Figure 8, note that

�[HH; (HR;HR)] =
f + g

(1� �) �Y
� 2TC(1; 1)

T � 1

�[HH; (H;HR)] =
f

(1� �) �Y
�
�

1

2C(� ; 1)
� 1

2TC(1; 1)

��1
�[(H;HR); (HR;HR)] =

g

(1� �) �Y
�
�

1

2C(1; 1)
� 1

2C(� ; 1)

��1
:

Thus the cuto¤ productivity value between strategies fH;Hg and fH;HRg is independent
of g. As g varies, the pro�t lines corresponding to these strategies are unchanged. For g

very small, fH;Hg and fHR;HRg will jointly dominate fH;HRg. But as g rises, the pro�t
line corresponding to fHR;HRg is shifted downwards, and eventually, fH;HRg becomes
viable for intermediate productivity levels. As usual, all boundaries are straight lines; more-

over, the boundary between fH;HRg and fHR;HRg lies on a ray from the origin because

�[(H;HR); (HR;HR)] is proportional to g.
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